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Waves in Complex Systems team
• Flexible experimental platforms in microwaves or 

optics

• Random Matrix Theory, effective Hamiltonian 
formalism, numerical simulations

• Complex geometries : multimode optical fibres, 2D 
or 3D microwave cavities

• (dis)ordered lattices : coupled µwave resonators, 
photo-induced/laser-written photonic structures

• Wave chaos

• Light diffusion – Anderson localization

• Quantum fluids of light

• Artificial Dirac materials

• Topological photonics
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Outline

1. The playground: coupled microwave resonator lattices
dielectric resonators, TE modes, evanescent coupling, LDOS & eigenstates

2. Initiatory game: topological phase transition in strained graphene
Berry phase, merging of Dirac points, Zak phase, manipulation of edge states

3. ‘Flat games’: Lieb lattice & Pseudo-Landau levels
flat band, sublattice polarization, gigantic pseudo-magnetic field, supersymmetric oscillator



Experimental setup

•Vector Network Analyzer 
(@ 0-24 GHz)

•coaxial SMA 3.5mm 
connectors

•‘kink’ and ‘loop’ antennas: 
TE polarization

•dielectric resonators 
sandwiched between 
metallic plates
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• TE1 Mie resonance
• s-mode @ 6.65 GHz
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FIG. 4. (Color online) DOS, LDOS, and wave functions for the square lattice with d = 13 mm spacing. (a) Measured DOS, through
g function; see Appendix A. (b) Measured LDOSs in a small frequency range corresponding to the gray zone in (a). Each site is marked
with a color ranging from deep blue to red (inset). (c)–(k) Experimental wave function intensities for various eigenfrequencies ranging from
6.7560 GHz (k) to 6.8129 GHz (c). (c), (d), and (e) correspond to ν1, ν2, and ν3 in (b), respectively. (d) and (e) are nearly degenerated states
(see text for details).

strength leads to a shift of the eigenfrequencies; however it
does not affect the eigenstates.

III. HIGHER ORDER NEAREST-NEIGHBOR COUPLINGS

From the spectra presented in Fig. 4(a), one can extract
another crucial piece of information: the density of states. As
shown in Appendix A, the g function averaged over all the
site positions is a quantity directly related to the DOS. If we
restrict the TB model to the N1 interactions, we expect to
have a symmetric DOS in both square and hc lattices. This is
opposed to what we observe in Fig. 4(a), where the LDOSs
are clearly not symmetric. In this section, we will emphasize
the role of higher order nearest-neighbor coupling terms and
show, both experimentally and analytically, how significant
they are in the DOS shape modification.

A. Tight-binding Hamiltonian

Let us first focus on the square lattice. Since the lattice
presents only one site per unit cell [see Fig. 6(a)], in the
TB approximation, using the Bloch theorem, the dispersion
relation can be written as

ν(k) − ν0 = −
!

k

t(R)eik·R. (4)

k = (kx,ky) corresponds to the Bloch wave vector, R is the
translation vector of the lattice, and where the on-site resonant
frequency ν0 appears explicitly. t(R) is the coupling between
two sites separated by R. If we consider only the coupling

terms t1 and t2 between the first and second nearest-neighbors
[gray and dashed gray circles in Fig. 6(a), respectively], Eq. (4)
reads27

ν(k) − ν0 = −2t1(cos k · a1 + cos k · a2)

−2t2[cos k · (a1 + a2) + cos k · (a1 − a2)], (5)

where a1 and a2 define the primitive cell of the Bravais lattice
as depicted in Fig. 6(a). The extrema of the energy band
correspond to k · a1 = k · a2 = 0 and k · a1 = k · a2 = π . The
width of the band #ν and its center νc are thus given by

#ν = 8|t1|, (6a)

νc = ν0 − t2. (6b)

The DOS, which is obtained by counting the number of
allowed states for each frequency, is nonzero between νmin =
νc − #ν/2 and νmax = νc + #ν/2. Moreover, a singularity
appears in the DOS at ν = νp. It corresponds to the saddle point
in the dispersion relation (5) which is located at k · a1 = 0 and
k · a2 = ± π . We have

νp = ν0 + 4t2. (7)

The positions of these frequencies depend on the N1 and
N2 coupling terms, t1 and t2, respectively. Consequently, as
shown in Fig. 7(a), the shape of the DOS is strongly affected.
The spectrum goes from a symmetric distribution (gray area)
when only N1 couplings are considered (i.e., t2 = 0) to a
nonsymmetric shape (red line) when N2 coupling terms are
included (i.e., t2 ̸= 0). The peak shifts and the band extrema
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FIG. 8. (Color online) DOS for regular square [(a), (b)] and hc
[(c), (d)] lattices for various lattice constant d . (a), (c) d = 15 mm. (b),
(d) d = 13 mm. Blue area: Normalized histogram with 24 bins per
bandwidth (see text for details) of the g function averaged over all the
position r. Orange line: Analytical solution for a infinite system taking
into account the N1, N2, and N3 coupling terms. These parameters
are obtained by locating the points of interest as seen in Fig. 7.

In addition, the two logarithmic divergences observed in
Fig. 7(b) correspond to the saddle points in the dispersion
relation (12) (for kM · a1 = kM · a2 = π ) and emerge at

ν− = ν0 + 2t2 − |t1 − 3t3|, (15a)

ν+ = ν0 + 2t2 + |t1 − 3t3|. (15b)

Here again, the position of these points depends on the cou-
pling parameters (t1, t2, and t3) and the frequency ν0. The DOS
shape is thus strongly affected as seen in Fig. 7(b). The
two extrema are modified, the vanishing point is shifted, and
consequently, the two bands become dissymmetric. We would
like to point out that we have neglected the overlap s between
nearest-neighbor (l,l′) wave functions: s = ⟨#l|#l′ ⟩ ≈ 0. Its
effect may be incorporated in a slight change of the ti’s.
Therefore, we consider here that the ti’s are effective coupling
parameters.

B. Experimental and analytical DOS

To experimentally extract the density of states, we average
the g function over all positions r1. Indeed, the DOS is
directly related to ⟨g(ν)⟩r1 (see Appendix A). As presented
in Fig. 8, the spectra have been measured for various lattice
constants. Note that, in order to reduce the fluctuations
of ⟨g(ν)⟩r1 and thus improve the frequency assignment,
we use normalized histograms. We choose a bin width of
$νbin = (1/24)|νmax − νmin| corresponding to approximately
10 resonances per bin on average. So far, we have not discussed
the sign of the couplings. The symmetry of the two-disk
system eigenfunctions presented in Sec. II C implies t1 < 0.
We observe in Fig. 8 that the position of the peak (νp) and the
vanishing point (νD) are shifted towards lower frequencies. In
view of Eqs. (7) and (13), this means that t2 is also negative.
Concerning N3 coupling, we show below that the DOS is well

fitted when t3 and t1 have the same sign; therefore t3 < 0.
The common sign for the three nearest-neighbor couplings is
consistent with their similar physical origin.28 Therefore, by
extracting the frequencies of interest from the experimental
spectra, we can get, according to Eqs. (6) and (7), the coupling
parameters for the square lattice:

ν0 = 1
4

(νmin + νmax + 2νp), (16a)

|t1| = 1
8

(νmax − νmin), (16b)

t2 = 1
8

!
νp − νmin + νmax

2

"
. (16c)

For the hc lattice, according to Eq. (14), if the condition
|t1| > 3|t3| is satisfied, we have

ν0 = 1
6

(νmin + νmax + 4νD), (17a)

|t1| = 1
8

(νmax − νmin + ν+ − ν−), (17b)

t2 = 1
9

!
νD − νmin + νmax

2

"
, (17c)

|t3| = 1
24

[νmax − νmin − 3(ν+ − ν−)]. (17d)

The extracted values are reported in Table I. The N1
coupling parameters t1 are added in Fig. 3(b) for both square
(green square) and hc (blue circle) lattice for lattice constant
d = 11, 12, 13, and 15 mm. We observe that, apart from
d = 11 mm, these values are very consistent with the ones
obtained with two-disk (gray diamonds) and hexagonal (red
circles) systems. Then, the values of the Table I are used to
numerically calculate the DOS of an infinite system in the
tight-binding approximation [using Eqs. (5) and (12)]. Note
that, to take into account experimental losses, we introduce a
Lorentzian broadening in the DOS with a full width at half
maximum corresponding to 0.5% of the bandwidth. The plots
are displayed with orange lines in Fig. 8. We observe a good
agreement with the experimental data, taking into account that
the experimental system is finite (with only ∼ 220 disks). Still,
it is possible to observe the dynamic of the spectra which
shows the effect of N2 and N3.

Let us focus on the hc lattice [see Figs. 8(c) and 8(d)]. For
both lattice constants we clearly observe a shift of the Dirac
point and a dissymmetric band structure, whereas the number
of states remains equivalent in each band. As the first band is
narrower, it also becomes more intense, whereas the second
band is larger and less intense. The reason is that a large
t2/t1 squeezes considerably the lowest band, and therefore
increases the DOS in the lower band (recall that in our system
t2 < 0). As the N2/N1 ratio decreases with d, these effects
are less significant for the large lattice constant (d = 15 mm
and t2/t1 = 0.09) than for the smaller one (d = 13 mm and
t2/t1 = 0.12). Moreover, by increasing t2/t1, we observe an
increase of the DOS near the lower edge leading to a flattening
of the lower band. Actually, one can show that, at ν = νmin,
the DOS increases with t2 as

ρ(νmin) =
√

3
2π

1√
|t1| − 6|t2|

. (18)
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Experimental access to LDoS, DoS, wavefunctions and pulse spreadings
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Graphene is boasting a profound impact in condensed-matter 
science1,2 and technology3–5. It is an unusually perfect reali-
zation of a two-dimensional (2D) semimetal displaying, in a 

wide range of energies, linearly dispersing conduction and valence 
bands, which touch at the so-called Dirac point. Charge neutrality 
pins the Fermi energy at the apex of the Dirac cones, which are par-
ticularly intriguing because they imply that quasiparticles behave like 
relativistic elementary particles with zero rest mass6.

Dirac conical singularities can emerge in any 2D lattice. In most 
cases they are anisotropic7 and require a fine tuning of the param-
eters that define the lattice8,9. Symmetry arguments, however, show 
that they appear naturally in honeycomb lattices (or, more in general, 
in lattices with underlying triangular symmetry) at the edges of the 
Brillouin zone (BZ). Hence, in the search for Dirac fermions in sys-
tems other than natural graphene, a good starting point is to study 
lattices characterized by triangular symmetry.

The extraordinary properties of graphene, ultimately stemming 
from tunnelling of particles in a honeycomb lattice, have stimulated 
a number of researchers to realize ‘quantum simulators’ of graphene 
and related materials in other systems. These have the advantage of a 
larger degree of control, may offer fundamental insights on the behav-
iour of Dirac fermions and, perhaps, provide hints for future develop-
ments and applications in technology.

Here we review recent experimental and theoretical advances in 
the realization of ‘artificial graphene’ (AG), or more precisely, artifi-
cially prepared hexagonal or hexagonal-like lattices. There are many 
reasons to study such artificial systems. (i) In most of the systems we 
discuss in this Review, the main effort is to design and control tun-
nelling of electrons, atoms and photons in a designed hexagonal or 
hexagonal-like lattice. This allows regimes of parameters that are not 
accessible in natural graphene to be reached. A paradigmatic example 
is the regime of strong spin–orbit coupling, which is easy to reach in 
AG, but is not accessible in natural graphene. (ii) In AG interparti-
cle interactions can be largely controlled by a variety of means, either 
by controlling the type of particles and their density or by applying 
external optical or magnetic schemes. One can therefore switch con-
tinuously from weak to strong interparticle interactions. In certain 

Artificial honeycomb lattices for electrons,  
atoms and photons
Marco Polini1*, Francisco Guinea2, Maciej Lewenstein3,4, Hari C. Manoharan5,6 and Vittorio Pellegrini1,7

Artificial honeycomb lattices offer a tunable platform for studying massless Dirac quasiparticles and their topological and 
correlated phases. Here we review recent progress in the design and fabrication of such synthetic structures focusing on 
nanopatterning of two-dimensional electron gases in semiconductors, molecule-by-molecule assembly by scanning probe 
methods and optical trapping of ultracold atoms in crystals of light. We also discuss photonic crystals with Dirac cone dispersion 
and topologically protected edge states. We emphasize how the interplay between single-particle band-structure engineering 
and cooperative effects leads to spectacular manifestations in tunnelling and optical spectroscopies.

systems the role of strong anisotropic dipolar interactions can even be 
investigated. (iii) Additionally, AG offers the possibility of designing, 
realizing and studying with local spectroscopy the interplay between 
Dirac physics and artificial defects. (iv) Finally, in some of the artifi-
cial honeycomb systems addressed here, the timescales of dynamics 
are very long (milliseconds for atoms, for example). This fact provides 
the unique opportunity to study the dynamical behaviour of many-
particle effects in vivo, and thus address fundamental questions such 
as, for instance, persistence of topological states of matter with respect 
to noise and so on.

Recent advances have demonstrated the possibility of creating AG 
in diverse subfields of low-energy physics. Current methods of design 
and synthesis that will be addressed here include (i) nanopatterning 
of ultrahigh-mobility 2D electron gases (2DEGs)10–15, (ii) molecule-
by-molecule assembly of honeycomb lattices on metal surfaces by 
scanning probe methods16, (iii) trapping ultracold fermionic and 
bosonic atoms in honeycomb optical lattices17–19, and (iv) confining 
photons in honeycomb photonic crystals20–23.

We present an overview of the state of the art of this emerging 
multidisciplinary field and offer perspectives on possible future 
developments.

Designing and probing Dirac bands in artificial lattices 
Artificial graphene structures offer a playground for comprehending 
physical phenomena related to the Dirac energy/momentum disper-
sion relation in regimes that are difficult to achieve in natural gra-
phene. We now discuss the most relevant AG lattices for electrons, 
atoms and photons explored so far. These systems have complemen-
tary physical properties that enable the investigation of a wide range 
of phenomena.

Figure 1 summarizes four different approaches used to obtain AG 
and the relevant tunable parameters. It can be argued that whereas 
the molecular, atomic and photonic analogues of graphene offer an 
unprecedented control over particle tunnelling, the nanofabricated 
semiconductor analogue enables the exploration of the impact of 
long-range interactions and many-body effects. Cold atoms in hon-
eycomb optical lattices offer similar advantages, enriched by the 
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possibility of studying the interplay between many-particle effects 
and strong spin–orbit coupling on timescales of hundreds of milli-
seconds. Technologically, however, the semiconductor route to AG 
offers the key advantage of scalability as silicon and III–V materials 
are suitable for conventional top-down nanofabrication approaches. 
The realization of AG in semiconductors requires, however, a fine 
control over disorder (to the end of minimizing it with respect to for 
example, inter-site tunnelling), whereas the other analogues of gra-
phene are either disorder free (for example, cold atoms) or charac-
terized by tunnelling energy scales that are substantially larger than 
disorder (for example, molecules deposited on metals).

Confining electrons. In 1970, Esaki and Tsu realized the possibil-
ity of engineering energy bands by artificially modulating the poten-
tial in one direction24. This pioneering work stimulated a large effort 
focused on bandgap engineering in semiconductor heterostructures 
that, thanks to the refinement of nanofabrication techniques, even-
tually led to the development of lateral superlattices–semiconductor 
systems characterized by a 2D periodic potential modulation25.

Exploitation of these artificial crystals started in the late 1980s and 
enabled the observation of Weiss oscillations26, chaotic dynamics and 
Hofstadter butterfly phenomena27,28. Similar effects have been recently 
observed in natural graphene on hexagonal boron nitride29–31.

High-quality 2D patterns with nanoscale dimensions in semi-
conductor structures hosting ultrahigh-mobility electrons can be 
achieved by a combination of electron-beam nanolithography, etch-
ing and metallic-gate deposition. This combination yields an external 
potential landscape with honeycomb geometry that acts as a lattice of 
potential wells (such as quantum dots) to trap electrons and/or holes. 
The spatial resolution of these techniques can reach values of a few 
tens of nanometres or even below. Further improvements in spatial 

resolution can be obtained by bottom-up nanofabrication methods, 
for example, by designing semiconductor lattices by nanocrystal self-
assembly32. These approaches allow to independently control the elec-
tron density and inter-site distances and to tune the interplay between 
on-site (U) and nearest-neighbour (V) repulsive interactions and sin-
gle-particle hopping energy (t), opening the way to the observation 
of collective phenomena and quantum phase transitions in such AG 
solid-state systems.

Recent experimental results obtained in honeycomb patterns 
defined on 2DEGs in GaAs quantum heterostructures paved the way 
for the realization of semiconductor AG11–14. Experimental results in 
the regime U/t >> 1 reveal13 unique low-lying collective excitations, 
such as ‘anomalous spin waves’, in the inelastic light scattering spectra 
(as shown in Fig. 5a–c). Although the presence of Dirac fermions has 
not been experimentally demonstrated yet in these systems, several 
theoretical studies10,11,14 indicate that Dirac bands can be designed 
to occur under realistic conditions. For example, elementary tight-
binding calculations suggest that Dirac cones extending for 1 meV 
can be obtained by tuning the quantum dot spacing to 20 nm, a value 
reachable by using nanofabrication methods.

A completely different route to realize solid-state AG has been 
recently followed in ref. 16 (Fig. 2). These authors succeeded in mak-
ing AG structures with a lattice constant of a few nanometres by plac-
ing CO molecules on top of a Cu substrate with the aid of the tip of 
a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM; Fig.  2a,b). By probing the 
density of states of the confined electrons through STM measurements 
(Fig. 2d) and their evolution as a function of an applied pseudo-mag-
netic field the authors proved the formation of Dirac bands with the 
characteristic Landau levels of Dirac fermions2,6. Although the screen-
ing exerted by the bulk states below the 2DEG on the Cu(111) surface 
makes these ‘molecular graphene’ structures not the ideal candidates 
for exploring many-body effects, the large versatility in the atomic 
design allows unprecedented local control to embed, map and tune 
the symmetries underlying the 2D Dirac equation. In this system, the 
authors estimate U/t ¾0.5 using known material parameters16. Within 
the Cu system, there is room to increase the strength of effective inter-
actions by reducing t with larger lattices, or else the atomic manipula-
tion scheme may be extended to other substrates with lower screening 
effects in a quest to realize interacting phases.

The band structure of molecular graphene can be understood by 
assuming that the superlattice potential created by the CO molecules 
acts as a weak perturbation on the parabolic band that describes the 
Cu surface state. The superlattice potential is most effective at chang-
ing the parabolic dispersion at the edges of the superlattice BZ. Results 
of such a perturbative calculation are shown in Fig. 2c. The super-
lattice potential hybridizes the six unperturbed Cu surface states, 
which lie at the corners of the new BZ. The effective Hamiltonian at 
each corner of the BZ is given by a 3 × 3 matrix, which gives rise to a 
doublet (blue and green bands in Fig. 2c) and a singlet (red band in 
Fig. 2c). The doubly degenerate state leads to an effective Dirac equa-
tion. This ‘nearly free’ electron scheme can be generalized to include 
the effects of strain16 and spin–orbit coupling33. Similar approaches 
can be applied to describe Dirac bands in AG in semiconductors10,11. 
The general symmetries of the triangular lattice uniquely determine 
these couplings, which have the same form as graphene34,35. In par-
ticular, spatially patterning the hopping by means of STM atom 
manipulation allows the generation of both gauge (pseudo)electric 
and (pseudo)magnetic fields (Fig. 2e,f). Global changes in the lattice 
constant in molecular graphene add a simple scalar potential to the 
Dirac Hamiltonian equivalent to an electrical field, which changes the 
chemical potential or ‘doping’16. Local changes to the lattice constant 
engineer a strain introducing a vector potential equivalent to a large 
perpendicular magnetic field16,36,37 , here tunable up to 60 T (Fig. 2f). 
Finally, creating an alternating bond structure in the form of a Kekulé 
distortion was shown (Fig. 2e) to attach mass to the formerly massless 
Dirac fermions, akin to the Higgs field38–40.

V0 ≈ 103 K
d ≈ 1−3 nm
N  ≈ 102−103

U ≈ 600 K
V << U
t ≈ 103 K
TF ≈ 5−500 K

V0 ≈ 10 K
d ≈ 20−100 nm
N  ≈ 10−107

U ≈ 10 K
V ≈ 1 K
t ≈ 1−10 K
TF ≈ 0.1−100 K

V0 ≈ 10 mK
d ≈ 500 nm
N  ≈ 105

U ≈ 100 nK
V << U
t ≈ 0.1−103 nK
TF ≈ 100 nK

Δn ≈ 10–3

d  ≈ 10 μm–10 mm
N  ≈ 10−103

n/a
n/a
c0 ≈ cm–1

n/a

a b c d

Figure 1 | Artificial graphene structures experimentally obtained by different 
methods. a–d, Bottom: the main tunable parameters of each approach: V0 
is the lattice depth, d is the lattice constant and N the number of sites. The 
parameter U(V) is the strength of the on-site (nearest-neighbour) repulsion 
and t is the single-particle hopping energy. TF is the Fermi temperature. 
a, Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a nanopatterned gallium 
arsenide heterostructure. The distance between two dots is ~130 nm. 
b,c, Molecular graphene systems (b) and optical lattices for cold atoms (c). 
In panel b, red(black) spheres represent the oxygen(carbon) atoms of carbon 
monoxide molecules whereas the yellow–orange surfaces represent the 
electron density in a honeycomb pattern. In panel c, green and purple spheres 
represent cold atoms. d, Photonic honeycomb crystals made by optical 
induction methods. Δn is the change of refractive index induced by laser 
irradiation; c0 is the coupling constant between waveguides, which plays the 
role of t. There is no gap in this system except for the one that is induced by 
strain in the form of Landau levels. Panel c courtesy of L. Fallani. 
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Outline

1. The playground: coupled microwave resonator lattices
dielectric resonators, TE modes, evanescent coupling, LDOS & eigenstates

2. Initiatory game: topological phase transition in strained graphene
Berry phase, merging of Dirac points, Zak phase, manipulation of edge states

3. ‘Flat games’: Lieb lattice & Pseudo-Landau levels
flat band, sublattice polarization, gigantic pseudo-magnetic field, supersymmetric oscillator



Honeycomb lattice

Hamiltonian in -spacek

In the Bloch representation:

Dispersion relation:
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Topology of Dirac points
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Topological Phase Transition

When anisotropy increases, Dirac points...
move... merge... disappear.

�
�c1

gapless phase gapped phase

semi-metal insulator

Montambaux, Piéchon, Fuchs, Goerbig (2009) 
Hasegawa et al. (2006) ; Pereira et al. (2009)

t t

t0

� =
t0

t

anisotropy parameter:

Cuernavaca, nov. 25, 2013 
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« Life and death of Dirac points » 

Manipulation of Dirac cones in 2D crystals : 
playing with « artificial graphenes » 



Topological Phase Transition

PRL 110, 033902 (2013)
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Edge states
(c)

(a)

(b)

• no edge states along the 
compression axis

• edge states live only on 
one sublattice

• the higher the anisotropy 
the smaller the extension 
into the bulk

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Edgde states in ‘graphene’ ribbons
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Zig-zag & Bearded edge states
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BD & ZZ existence diagram

⇠bd

⇠zz localization lengths (TB analysis)



Armchair edge states existence diagram
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Lieb lattice

•  sites: majority sublattice,  sites: 
minority sublattice

• Two dispersive bands forming a Dirac 
cone at the  point

• Flat band at zero energy living on the 
majority sublattice (sublattice polarized 
compacton states)

• 2 additional zero modes at the Dirac 
point supported by opposite sublattices

A B

M

The paradigmatic example of bipartite system with flat band

Global chiral symmetry: HTB(~k) =

 
0 tAB(~k)

tBA(~k) 0

!
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Dimerized and finite-size Lieb lattice
2 steps to select and spatially confined one (polarized) zero mode

• Dirac point is lifted by dimerization 
of the couplings 

• In a finite lattice only one of the 
defect modes is compatible with 
the boundary conditions

• We select the zero mode polarized 
on the minority sublattice (B sites)

The selected zero mode is still spectrally degenerated with the flat band
B
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Partial breaking of chiral symmetry

HTB(~k) =

 
tAA(~k) tAB(~k)

tBA(~k) 0
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<latexit sha1_base64="JWjhLmPzvz+oyJXK42CrpY3ydU8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wqc55Lcp9d21NgRnYEHhdPc4yJQ=">AAADn3icjVLLbtNAFD2peZTyaAoLFmwMFShsEruiSTdITRCiSAgFlKSp6ioaO9Mwil8aj0sjK9/AJyHBV/ABSLCBFXvuTBwKi4qO5Zlzzz33zp0746ehyJTjfKmsWJcuX7m6em3t+o2bt9arG7cHWZLLgPeDJEzk0GcZD0XM+0qokA9TyVnkh3zfnz7T/v0TLjORxD01S/lRxCaxOBYBU0SNqgd7I0/xUyWjoteZ17zpyeOnns8nIi7SiCkpTudqVLTbC5f9yNZWKfQ8MjpnLsfj8fhP2Ki66dTd5k5zq2U79Seu22puE9heMG7dMWNzt/bpg1f79bmbbFTuwsMYCQLkiMARQxEOwZDRdwgXDlLijlAQJwkJ4+eYY41ic1JxUjBipzRPyCoIJ6RJSD+HjYfkT0gpCevMtvHnJotmz8/DqCZdx4xWv8wVEavwjtj/xS2VF497b849K3e8aNwhsQrH2DFdEtTD1DC6m0GZJTed0ye2/+qGogwpcRqPyS8JByZyeRe2iclMz3T/mfF/M0rNajsotTm+l1We1VCggb6pWdLcoCoZdVKaW9S7NNDDW7QxoP8lXhn7OYa06juKzOljqk3vRjdOL2z5jOzzwWCr7hJ+Q0+tg8VYxT08QI3eUwu72EOXqgrwEV/xAz+t+9YL67XVXUhXKmXMHfwzrIPfw57LTA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wqc55Lcp9d21NgRnYEHhdPc4yJQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wqc55Lcp9d21NgRnYEHhdPc4yJQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/TXB9ZbaJhILoSYURyf2n1J5X/k=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="YVmkuU7zWL88U0mKt8QAVgiKSoE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WPY++c4Jc7lxLZFcRPfGgL85jKo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WPY++c4Jc7lxLZFcRPfGgL85jKo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WPY++c4Jc7lxLZFcRPfGgL85jKo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VFvabj6kn6yFjtA13LOHYLuUXWI=">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</latexit>
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Depending on the lattice parameters,
next-nearest-neigbor couplings can be induced
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0
<latexit sha1_base64="4KB6Qsn9NqE9VlDnP+nkLoA6lBg=">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</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="vYBW4W0yafBT9yvIaNHmxOgtOJU=">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</latexit>

0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="cCTPl1dhxD2qLq0CcGztHIuiVAs=">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</latexit>

1.2
<latexit sha1_base64="rFYi7A2p1L5HPPYIKYgo9WuKYAE=">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</latexit>

• the chiral symmetry of the 
majority sublattice is broken

• minority sublattice preserves 
its chirality

B
<latexit sha1_base64="NpLGX05KvaVGV2Bl33hAiGLEj/U=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="WZGOOQY0GVCSmAgAT6kNVNHv85M=">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</latexit>
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• the flat band becomes 
dispersive

• the zero-mode is lifted away
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•65 resonators
•2 distances: 12 & 15 mm
•2 couplings: 37 & 12 MHz
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•the flat band disappears
•the half-polarized dispersive bands are drastically altered
•the defect state dominates the spectrum, while its shape is unaffected
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Pseudo-Landau levels

b)

Beff42000 T0

Gigantic pseudomagnetic fields reveal the topological secrets of Landau levels 



 gives the strength of 
the magnetic field
β

Non-uniformly strained graphene

Effective Dirac Hamiltonian in the low-energy approximation
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Strain-induced coupling pattern corresponding to a constant pseudomagnetic field. The region of positive
couplings maps out a zigzag-terminated triangle, which defines the optimal geometry to realize a sublattice-polarized zeroth pLL; see Fig. 2(a).
The dashed lines indicate the truncation of the triangle to a hexagon, by which the degeneracy in the zeroth pLL doubles while the sublattice
polarization disappears; see Fig. 2(b). (b) The underlying honeycomb lattice is composed of the sublattices A and B, connected by bond vectors
ρl, l= 1,2,3. (c) Mapping onto an effective dimer chain, used at the end of this paper.

pLLs have energies

En = sgn(n)!v
!

2|βn| (n integer). (5)

The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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ρl, l= 1,2,3. (c) Mapping onto an effective dimer chain, used at the end of this paper.
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2|βn| (n integer). (5)

The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.

III. UNCONVENTIONAL FEATURES
OF PSEUDO-LANDAU LEVELS

The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
hexagon], the spectral gaps between the pLLs become filled
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ρl, l= 1,2,3. (c) Mapping onto an effective dimer chain, used at the end of this paper.
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developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
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The zeroth pLL is localized on the A sublattice if β > 0 and
on the B sublattice if β < 0, while all other pLLs have equal
weight on both sublattices.

When we implement the triaxial strain in finite systems
we find that the pLLs are only clearly formed at strains
where couplings tl≪ t become very small close to some
edges of the system. This is shown in Fig. 2 for a number of
representative geometries (triangles and hexagons with zigzag
and armchair edges and an approximate square), where the left
panels display the strain dependence of the low-lying energy
levels (analogous to Hofstadter’s butterfly for systems exposed
to real magnetic fields). In these panels, βM signifies the strain
at which couplings at the edge of the system drop to zero. In
all cases, the pLL sequence only clearly forms for values of
β approaching βM . As the couplings should remain positive,
these considerations also define a natural limiting size of a
strained flake with a given uniform pseudomagnetic field; in
a bulk honeycomb lattice, the lines where couplings change
sign in the triaxial strain profile cut out a zigzag-terminated
triangle, shown in Fig. 1(a), which therefore is the optimal
geometry to realize strain-induced pLLs.

We also implemented triaxial strains with different distance
dependence of the couplings, e.g., an exponential dependence
which guarantees that all couplings remain positive, but this
results in a much increased dispersion, making it difficult
to identify the pLLs. Therefore, the linear strain profile
remains optimal even when one goes beyond the continuum
approximation.
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The constraints on size and strain identified in the previous
section result in a large variation of coupling strengths across
the system. Therefore, it can be anticipated that pLLs inherit
properties which go beyond the simple equivalence to real
magnetic fields predicted by the standard low-energy theory.

We identify three such features—the degeneracy of the pLLs,
the sublattice polarization, and the support of the wave
functions in the bulk and at different types of edges. The
remaining panels in Fig. 2 give an overview of these properties
for the mentioned representative systems. The second column
shows the energy-level staircase (left axis) and weight of the
states on the A sublattice (right axis), while the two rightmost
panels show the total probability densities of the states in
the zeroth and first pLLs. These results are obtained for the
maximally allowed strain value βM in each given geometry.

Figure 2(a) is for the triangle with zigzag edges, the optimal
geometry identified above. Here, the level staircase is fully
developed, showing only minimal dispersion in all pLLs (the
remaining amount of dispersion diminishes when the system
size is increased). The degeneracy of the levels, obtained from
the width of the steps in the level staircase, is given by N −|n|,
where N is the number of A atoms along each edge of the
triangle. In this geometry the zeroth pLL displays the expected
sublattice polarization, with all the weight concentrated on
the A sublattice, while the states in the first pLL have equal
weight on both sublattices. The probability density in these
pLLs avoids the areas close to the corners and instead maps
out a hexagonally shaped area.

While these properties of the zigzag-terminated triangle
broadly conform with the expectations from the standard low-
energy theory, the results for the remaining geometries in Fig. 2
demonstrate that this an exception. In particular, we generally
find a systematic enhancement of the degeneracy of the zeroth
pLL, which goes along with a loss of the sublattice polarization
originating from a hybridization with edge states localized on
the B sublattice. Panel (b) shows the results for a hexagonal
flake with zigzag edges, where three edges are terminated by
N A atoms, while the others are terminated by N B atoms. The
degeneracy of the zeroth pLL is now given by 6N , while the
other pLLs are composed of 3N −|n| levels. Furthermore, we
now observe that all states have an exactly equal weight on both
sublattices, with the weight on the B sublattice concentrated
at the three edges terminated by B atoms. In the presence
of armchair edges [parts (c) and (d) for the triangle and the
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pLL degeneracy driven by the perimeter (not the surface): L −|n|



And the pseudo-Landau levels were!

position ∼ nβ
degeneracy ∼L −|n|
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Offsets of the level sequence and nodal patterns both arise from 
an effective ‘supersymmetric’ harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian.
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